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Best ITI Award 2016 
 
 
 

Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, GoI has conferred Industrial Training Institute (ITI), 
Maninagar as best performing ITI in the country during ‘International Youth Skill Day-2016”. The institute has 
achieved remarkable success in various facets of training and employment. Increase in male and female admission 
ratio, infrastructural advancement, substantial increase in post training placement followed by high placement 
retentions are some of the major achievements of the ITI. Besides these, the ITI has taken initiatives such as 
introduction of new practices in faculty development programs, involvement of industries and employers in skill 
training and employement through more than 70 industry MoUs, introduction of one of its kind industry driven 
advanced technical training programs and student exposure visits to industry with the help of industry association 
such as CII. The rapid development in infrastructure in a short span of time made possible through mobilization of 
funds on a PPP mode was one of the other major achievement of the ITI. Due to result oriented and focused efforts of 
principal, the training facilities has been rated as five star in prestigious CARE Ratings. The principal of ITI, Mr. 
Nikhil Oza was honoured with best ITI principal award. 

 
The turnover of ITI is example of sincere leadership, team work, 

any collaboration and efficient training management. The 
assing percentage of trainees has improved and maintained 
above 85% in last three years. The remarkable success in 

employment of trainees is result of strategic partnership with 
industries and systematic institutional development. 
Increase in woman's turnout for skill-related courses made 

possible by introduction of modular employable courses, 
training facility at the door step by way of selection of 
trades popular among woman. ITI has well equipped 
Placement Bureau with updated database and IT enable 
platform. It is the only ITI in state which has multi story 
building with lift infrastructure. The ITI promote an 
environment of competitiveness, innovation and excellence. 
ITI also encourage extra curricular activities of trainees 

through annual sports, cultural program and participation in 
skill competition. 

 
 
 
 
 

The atmosphere of ITI encourage us to learn through 
practice. This institute is unique in region due to modern 

training infrastructure, training methodology and 
exceptional opportunities for employment. 

 
- Trainee at ITI MAninagar 


